In this paper we present FAST-SP which is a fast block placement algorithm based on the sequence-pair placement representation. FAST-SP has two significant improvements over previous sequence-pair based placement algorithms: 1) FAST-SP translates each sequence pair to its corresponding block placement in O ( n log log n) time based on a fast longest common subsequence computation. This is much faster than the traditional O(n2) method by first constructing horizontal and vertical constraint graphs and then performing longest path computations. As a result, FAST-SP can examine more sequence pairs and obtain a better placement solution in less runtime. 2) FAST-SP can handle placement constraints such as pre-placed constraint, range constraint, and boundary constraint. No previous sequence-pair based algorithms can handle range constraint and boundary constraint. Fast evaluation in O(n log log n) time is still valid in the presence of placement constraints and a novel cost function which unifies the evaluation of feasible and infeasible sequence pairs is used. We have implemented FAST-SP and obtained excellent experimental results. For all MCNC benchmark block placement problems, we have obtained the best results ever reported in the literature (including those reported by algorithms based on 0-tree and B*-tree) with significantly less runtime. For example, the best known result for ami49 (36.8 mm2) was obtained by a B*-tree based algorithm using 4752 seconds, and FAST-SP obtained a better result (36.5 mm2) in 31 seconds.
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Introduction
Rapid advances in integrated circuit technology have led to a dramatic increase in the complexity of VLSI circuits. According to the SIA National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors [I], we will soon have designs in less than 0.1 micron technology with over 100 million transistors. Circuits with such enormous complexity have to be designed hierarchically. Circuit placement within each level of the hierarchy is a complex block placement problem. A good block placement solution not only minimizes chip area, but also minimizes interconnect cost which is crucial in determining circuit performance in deep submicron designs. Although block placement is a classical problem with many previous algorithms [2, 31 , it remains to be a hard problem (41.. In [5] , Murata et al introduced an elegant representation of block placement called sequence pair. It has been widely recognized in the CAD community with many followup works extending sequence pair to handle obstacles, soft module, rectilinear block and analog layout [6, 7, 8, 9 , 10, 111. However, with the advent of new representations such as 0-tree [12, 13) and B*-tree [14] producing better results than sequence-pair based algorithms, ,people are beginning to believe that sequence pair is an inferior representation due *This work was partially supported by the National Science Foundation under grant CCR-9912390, by the Texas Advanced Research Program under Grant No. 003658288, and by grants from IBM and Intel.
to its inherently larger solution space (as compared with 0-tree and B*-tree).
In this paper we present FAST-SP which is a fast block placement algorithm based on the sequence-pair placement representation. FAST-SP has two significant improvements over previous sequence-pair based placement algorithms:
1) Fast evaluation of sequence pair: All sequence-pair based block placement algorithms use simulated annealing where the generation and evaluation of a large number of sequence pairs is required. Therefore a fast algorithm is needed to evaluate each generated sequence pair, i.e., to translate the sequence pair to its corresponding block placement. The most commonly used evaluation method is the O(n2) algorithm based on constructing a pair of horizontal and vertical constraint graphs and computing longest paths in both graphs [5] . [15] attempted to improve the speed of sequence pair evaluation to O(n1ogn) time. However, [15] did not show how to compute the positions of the individual blocks. Recently, an O(nlogn) algorithm was proposed in [16] to evaluate a sequence pair based on computing longest common subsequence in a pair of weighted sequences. In this paper, we improve the algorithm in [16] to run in O ( n log log n) time. As a result, FAST-SP can examine more sequence pairs and obtain a better placement solution in less runtime.
2) Handle placement constraints: FAST-SP can handle placement constraints such as pre-placed constraint, range constraint, and boundary constraint. No previous sequencepair based algorithm can handle range constraint and boundary constraint. Fast evaluation in O ( n log log n) time is still valid in the presence of placement constraints. It is clear that some sequence pair is not feasible with respect to satisfying the given placement constraints. It can be shown that any placement that satisfies the given constraints is represented by a sequence pair. Moreover, a necessary and sufficient condition of feasible sequence pair is derived. Finally, we give a novel cost function which unifies the evaluation of feasible and infeasible sequence pairs.
We have implemented FAST-SP and obtained excellent experimental results. For all MCNC benchmark block placement problems, we have obtained the best results ever reported in the literature (including those reported by algorithms based on 0-tree and B*-tree) with significantly less runtime. For example, the best known result for ami49 (36.8 mm2) was obtained by a B*-tree based algorithm using 4752 seconds, and FAST-SP obtained a better result (36.5 mm2) in 31 seconds.
Block Placement by Sequence Pair
A sequence pair is a pair of sequences'of n elements representing a list of n blocks. The sequence pair structure is actually a meta-grid, which imposes the relationship between each pair of blocks as follows: As an example, figure 1 illustrates the grid and the packing. Consequently, given a sequence pair ( X , Y ) , the horizontal relationship among blocks follows a horizontal constraint graph G h ( v , E ) , which can be constructed as follows: 
Fast Evaluation of Sequence Pair in
q n iog log n) Time
In this section, we first introduce the concept of longest common subsequence and its relation to the evaluation of sequence pair. Then, we describe an efficient data structure needed in our algorithm. Finally, the algorithm to evaluate a sequence pair in O(n log log n) time is presented. Our algorithm is an improvement of the O(n log n) algorithm in P61.
Longest Common Subsequence for Weighted Sequence Pair
We now show that sequence pair evaluation is equivalent to longest common subsequence computation. To make the paper self-contained, we introduce the following concepts.
Definition 1. A weighted sequence is o sequence whose elements are in a given set S, whale every element si E 5' has a weight. Let w(s;) denote the weight of s i .
In this paper, we assume In other words, the longest common subsequence for a sequence pair is the common subsequence of the two sequences with maximum length. In the following, let LCS denote longest common subsequence and Ics(X, Y ) denote the length of the longest common subsequence of X and Y .
Given the block set B = (1, ..., n} and sequence pair (x,Y), a path from S h in horizontal constraint graph Gh corresponds to a common subsequence of ( X , Y ) , and vice versa. Figure 2 (a) illustrates a path in Gh corresponding to a common subsequence of ( X , Y ) . Let X R denote the reverse of x . Then a path from s" in vertical constraint graph corresponds to a common subsequence of ( X R , Y ) , and vice versa. Figure 2 (b) illustrates a path in G , corresponding to a common subsequence of ( X " , U ) . 
Data Structure
We now describe a data structure which is needed in our algorithm. It is an efficient implementation of Priority Queue over the domain (1, ..., n} [18] . The data structure is a complete binary tree with n + 1 leaves on the lowest level. The leaves of the binary tree on the lowest level are numbered consecutively from the left so that they corresponds to the index domain {0,1, ..., n}. Each index therefore defines a unique path to the root of the tree. Only these leaves, called bucket, can contain elements. The non-empty buckets are kept in the bucket list, a doubly-linked list sorted on indices. Bucket 0 is used as the header for the bucket list, and is always present in the list. For convenience, we refer to the leaf corresponding t o a non-empty bucket also as indez. The space for the entire tree is allocated in the beginning. However, the "visible" part of the tree is dynamically changing, since as much of the tree as possible is left unconstructed.
We shall construct the path for an index i whenever the corresponding bucket becomes non-empty. We shall also delete that portion of the path which is no longer needed when the bucket becomes empty again. Thus, the bucket list is maintained as follows. Whenever a new bucket is inserted, its path would be constructed rootward until the new path intersects the path of some non-empty bucket inserted previously. Then this path would be followed leafward to find the non-empty bucket adjacent t o which the new bucket must be inserted into the list. Deletion would be a reversal of this process. Therefore, the length of the traversal path from the index newly inserted or deleted to its nearest index will be O(1og D). During the operations of insertion and deletion, traversal or construction of entire new path segments will cost time proportional to the length of the path segment involved, which is Q(1ogD) in worst case. If we can traverse or construct only a logarithmic number of nodes in each new path segment, then the time for each operation will be reduced to O(1og log D). It is always possible since the host tree H is fixed hierarchically. A binary search on the path (q -+ f) from f for node q takes O(1ogk) time, where k is the length of the path. As an example, Figure 4 shows the binary search from node 740 for node 11 on path(1 + 740) in a tree T with height h = 9.
It was shown in [18] that insertion and deletion of an element on such a data structure take O(log log D ) time. With the help of the doubly-linked bucket list, the operations of ' finding neighbor (predecessor and successor) and extracting MIN and MAX take constant time.
Fast Evaluation Algorithm
In the section, we only focus on how to compute x coordinates for all the blocks, since computing y coordinates is similar to deal with the sequences (XR,Y).
In order to describe the algorithm, we first introduce the involved data structures. Assume the blocks are l.. 3.
4.

F O R i = l T O n D O
5.
7.
insert p to H and BUCKL;
8.
POS[p] = BUCKL redecessor(p)];
9. Note that H = (1,...,2h+n} a n d h = [log(n+l)l. Thus, n + 1 5 2h < 2 n + l ) , and then IHI < 3n + 2. The size of
BUCKL[p]
bucket list is O[n). Thus, the space requirement is O(n).
Now we use amortized analysis to prove that its running time is O(n1oglogn). The initializations in line 1,2 and 3 therefore take O(n) time. In line 4, the loop has n iterations. Line 5,6,8 and 9 take constant time each. As described before, the insertion in line 7 takes O(1og log D) time. As maintained, the bucket list is kept in increasing order on both index and value before the insertion of the new element. During the discarding in line 10 after the new element is inserted, we only need to check its successors. We keep checking until an element with greater value than BUCKL[p] is found. As shown previously, discarding 
k=1
Since there are at most n elements discarded, dk 5 n.
Therefore, the total running time is O ( n log log DmaZ). Since 0 Dma, I n, this completes the proof.
Placement with Constraints
In floorplanning, it is useful if users are allowed to specify some placement constraints in the final packing. In this section, we apply the fast method to evaluate sequence pair in block placement with constraints. The main constraints we are considering are pre-placed constraint, range constraint and boundary constraint.
Placement Constraints
The placement constraints can be formally defined as follows. These constraints are useful in floorplanning. Floorplan with obstacles Fan be solved by treating the obstacles as pre-placed blocks. Floorplan with irregular boundaries can also be solved by treating the protruding parts along the boundaries as pre-placed blocks. Range constraint problem is a generalization of pre-placed constraint because any preplaced constraint can be written as a range constraint by specifying the rectangular region to be of the same size as the block itself. Floorplanning is usually done hierarchically in which blocks are grouped into different units and floorplanning is done independently for each unit. If some blocks are constrained to be packed along the boundaries of the unit so that they can abut with some others in the neighboring units, then boundary constraint applies.
Since pre-placed constraint is a special case of range constraint, we will only consider range constraint in the following.
"Dummy" Block
In order to pack blocks with placement constraints, special blocks called dummy blocks are introduced. Let W be the Dummy blocks would not necessarily appear in sequence pair. It is equivalent to add additional edges in the constraint graph to meet range/boundary constraint. [6] introduced an additional edge from source to a pre-placed block (the edge is equivalent to l b or wb), followed by an adaption to handle pre-placed constraint. In the paper, we introduce 4 dummy blocks for a pre-placed/range constraint. Each dummy block is equivalent to an additional edge. r b or v b is equivalent to an edge from the block to the sink (th or t u ) . Given a placement satisfying the constraints, a sequence pair can be obtained by gridding operation in [5] . This observation is stated in the following lemma. Lemma 1. Any placement that satisfies the given placement constraints is represented by a sequence pair.
Feasible Sequence Pair
When constraints are introduced into sequence pair, there may not exist packing for some sequence pairs. Feasible sequence pair can be defined as follows.
Definition 7. Feasible sequence pair If there ezists a packing which meets all the constmints imposed by the sequence pair, then the sequence pair is feasible. Otherwise, it is infeasible.
We have the following theorem.
T h e o r e m 2. A sequence pair (X,Y) is feasible if and only if the length of the longest path from s h to th in Gh i s no more than W and the length of the longest path from s, to tu in G, is no more than H.
Proof If the length of the longest path from Sh to th in Gh is no more than W, then Vb, the length of the longest path from s h to b (denoted as mazlsh -+ bl) is no more than W-width(b). Similarly, Vb, mazls, + bl 5 H-height(b) in G,. By longest path computations in both Gh and G,, the coordinates of each block can be determined, which imposes a non-overlapping packing for all the blocks. Therefore, the sequence pair (X, Y) is feasible.
On the other hand, if mazlsh + thl > W in Gh or ma+, -+ t,l > H in G,, then there is no non-overlapping packing for the blocks along the longest path to satisfy all the constraints. That means that all the blocks can not fit in the given frame W x H or some block with range constraint is placed out of its range or some block with boundary constraint is not placed on the boundary. Then, the sequence 0 pair (X, Y) will be infeasible.
Modified Algorithm
Our fast O(n log log n) algorithm can be adapted to evaluate the sequence pair in block placement with such constraints without increasing its asymptotic complexity.
Note that the calculations of z and y coordinates of all the blocks are done independently by evaluating (X, Y) and ( X " , Y ) respectively. The evaluation of ( X , Y ) can be modified as follows. A "sink" variable t is introduced to record the intermediate lcs imposed by dummy blocks in placement constraints (i.e., the longest path to th in Gh).
Algorithm Eval-Seq(X,Y) 1.
Initialize-MatchArray MATCH; 2. 3. 4 . The evaluation of (XR, Y) can be modified similarly. It is clear that the modification does not increase the complexity.
Let lcs'(X, Y) denote the return value of the modified algorithm, i.e. the length of the longest common subsequence with the presence of dummy blocks. The following claim is directly implied. 
Unified Cost Function
When placement constraints are introduced, some sequence pairs may be infeasible. An intuitive way to evaluate infeasible sequence pairs is to assign them an infinite cost. However, this will seriously affect the smoothness of stochastic search process. Note that if a sequence pair (X,Y) is in- The benefits of the unified cost function are: (i) no need to accumulate the error for each constrained block; (ii) no need to add an additional penalty term into the cost function; and (iii) fixing an infeasible sequence pair (adaption) is not necessary.
Experimental Results
We have implemented a block placement tool FAST-SP based on our fast sequence pair evaluation algorithm in C language on a SUN Sparc Ultra 1 (166 MHz). FAST-SP uses the technique of simulated annealing to search for an optimal placement with a special annealing schedule where a very large number of temperatures is used but only a small number of moves are made within each temperature.
Experimental results show that our sequence pair evaluation algorithm is indeed very fast -we can easily evaluate a million sequence pairs within one minute for typical input size of placement problems. Compared to the (nlogn) algorithm in [16] , we achieved 7X speedup on average for all the MCNC benchmark placement problems. We also compared FAST-SP with block placement algorithms based on 0-tree [12, 131 and B*-tree [14] on MCNC benchmark problems. (Note that 0-tree and B*-tree have reported the best results for these benchmark problems.) Table 1 lists the runtime and chip area for 0-tree, B*-tree and FAST-SP. All experiments were based on hard blocks and optimizing chip area only. The runtime and areas for 0-tree and B*-tree are directly taken from [13, 141 respectively'. The results for FAST-SP are based on Sun Sparc Ultra l(166MHz) with 128M memory, while B*-tree is on Sun Sparc Ultra l(200MHz) with 256M memory and 0-tree is on Sun Ultra 60 which is significantly faster. For all MCNC benchmark problems, FAST-SP has obtained the best results ever reported in the literature with significantly less runtime. For example, the best known result for ami49 (36.8 mm2) was obtained by a B*-tree based algorithm using 4752 seconds, and FAST-SP obtained a better result (36.5 mm2) in 31 seconds. Upon using longer runtime, we can still get a little better results for ami33 and ami49. For example, 36.46 mm2 was obtained for ami49 in 77 seconds, and 1.195 mm2 for ami33 in 74 seconds. We also tested FAST-SP on problems with placement constraints. It should be noted that W and H need to 'We have been informed that there is a new implementation of B*-tree[l9] improving the results in [14] . 1,2,3 ) are selected to be assigned a range constraint, and 4 blocks are selected to be placed on the 4 sides of the chip (boundary constraint): 4 on the lower boundary, 5 on the upper boundary, 6 on the left and 7 on the right. Figure 7 displays the final packing. The dead space is 6.0%, and the running time is 58 seconds. 
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we presented FAST-SP, a fast block placement algorithm based on sequence pair. FAST-SP has two significant improvements: 1) the runtime of evaluating a sequence pair is reduced t o O(nlog1ogn). As a result, we can easily evaluate a million sequence pairs within one minute for typical input size of placement problems. 2) it can handle placement constraints such as pre-placed constraint, range constraint and boundary constraint in O(n log log n) time.
We presented the necessary and sufficient condition of feasible sequence pair and proved that any placement satisfying such constraints is represented by a sequence pair. Finally, a unified cost function was derived for the evaluation of both feasible and infeasible sequence pair. Experimental results showed that we obtained the best results ever reported in the literature with significantly less runtime.
